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Work summary

Today, I have:

Mostly worked on MonoDevelop.Tizen:

• Investigated how to plug custom build phases in the MonoDevelop project
API. There are most probably better composition methods available, but
for now we just override DoBuild and perform these two phases:

1. Usual .NET assembly building;
2. Tizen-specific build steps.

• Implemented the automatic setup of pre-compiled Mono runtimes (Intel
or ARM) in the build environment via SharpZipLib. These runtimes are
distributed as ZIP archives because unpacking RPMs from the add-in
would require a bit more effort. They bundle a subset of the files from the
RPMs, and have been pushed there:
http://phio.crosstwine.com/kitsilano/mono-tizen/tarballs/add-in/

• Worked around the native-packaging command not handling symbolic
links at all, resulting in the packaging of two copies of the Mono shared
object.
We need the final library to be called libmonoboehm-2.0.so.1 because
that is the DT_SONAME we are linking against. But during linking, we also
need to make that library available as libmonoboehm-2.0.so name for
the toolchain to be able to find it.
As native-packaging and Windows do not handle (POSIX) symlinks,
we copy libmonoboehm-2.0.so.1 to libmonoboehm-2.0.so just before
invoking native-make and remove it afterwards;

• Generalized the device selector to work as a Tizen development preferences
dialog box with the following fields:

1. An SDK path selector and validator;
2. A runtime bundle (ZIP) selector and validator;
3. An author key (.p12) selector;
4. An author key password entry;
5. A target device ID entry.

• Implemented compilation and linking of the startup stub via native-make;
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• Implemented bundling of the compiled stub, main .NET assembly, and
Mono runtime into a single, signed .tpk file via native-packaging;

• Verified that .tpk creation works with and includes third-party DLLs and
NuGet-installed packages;

• Revamped the “Native” execution mode to use native-install to install
the .tpk on the device, and native-run to run it (replaces the old GCC-
on-the-device mechanism);

• Added progress indicators and debugging output redirection;

• Fixed the Tizen soft-debugger, which got broken during the transition
from MonoDevelop.MeeGo to an independent add-in;

All the changes to MonoDevelop.Tizen have been pushed to the Kitsilano
repository.

In parallel, I have:

• Successfully uploaded and installed a .tpk built from scratch by
MonoDevelop.Tizen on the Samsung Z device available in Samsung’s
remote testing lab;

• “Successfully” run the application. The log viewer accessible via the right-
click menu displays a startup notification, and. . . nothing else (but no
errors either). The application’s standard output does not seem to be
redirected to these logs; it is thus difficult to confirm that the Mono runtime
was properly initialized;

• Started to build a new set of Intel/ARM RPMs based on the HEAD of
the mono-3.6.0-branch:

commit 5ff701f7b73ff3b3d455e6e00065debcc17d08bd
Author: Rodrigo Kumpera <kumpera@gmail.com>
Date: Tue Jul 1 16:18:43 2014 -0400

[runtime] Fix the android build.

The rebased patches have been pushed to anchor branches in the Kitsilano
mono repository:

– tizen-rpm-spec-2014-07-07;
– tizen-patches-2014-07-07.

The builds are still ongoing.
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Tomorrow, I plan to:

• Investigate the writing of a very minimal UI example to be tested in the
emulator and on the Samsung Z device;

• Rebuild and publish runtime ZIP bundles based on the updated RPMs;

• Investigate last-minute changes to the Mono branch, and possibly rebuild
another set of RPMs;

• Create GitHub bugs for any remaining issues;

• Synchronize with Bob.
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